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the resources with which the defects could be met by the board.
 144.	Khan Bahadur Hidayat Husain :   I will take
the   question   of   the   executive  first.    Is   it  your
opinion that the executive sutlers because it is swayed
by personal considerations of the chairman and the
members "of the board ?—I think it does.
 145.	Do you not think that it would be better if
the   executive  services  of these boards  were pro
vincialised ?    That is to say, the point is this.   The
secretary, the executive officer, the  health  officer,
the   inspector   of  education  or  superintendent  of
education,  whatever you may call him,  all these
services were provincialised and placed in charge of
the    ministry   of   Local   Self-Government.    Their
appointment, promotion and transfer are made by
the ministry on the recommendation of the boards ?
—I am not prepared to say yes or no to that question.
There are advantages and there are disadvantages.
The result of that would be to make the staff serving
•under the boards too largely independent of them,
and I have always seen for myself the danger of that.
But undoubtedly we could secure a better staff if they
•were provincialised.
 146.	At page 509* of Volume II of your report you
have  said:   "The standard of administration has
" remained   low.    Meetings   have   often   been   un-
" businesslike, and discursive debates only too com-
" mon.    Communal friction has come to the surface
*' in   many   districts—mainly   in   connection   with
" communal representation hi the boards' services
" and   questions  of  script  and  slaughter  houses."
My point is this.    Do you not think that aE these
questions could be avoided and administration of
local bodies unproved considerably if these points
had been set at rest by an Act of the local legislature ?
The Chairman : I think it is very difficult to pass a Statute that meetings shall not be unbusinesslike and that there shall not be discursive debates. (Laughter.)
 147.	Khan Bahadur Hidayat Husain :  I only read
out the whole statement there.    What I meant to
refer was only in regard to communal representation
in the boards: services, and slaughter houses.    Those
are the points on which main differences lie on the
boards' working.    Could not these be set at rest and
instructions to boards improved upon if all these
points had been settled by an Act of the local legis
lature ?—I do not think so.     I think they are largely
administrative points.   The district magistrate has
the power of interfering if some resolution causes
injury to a class or a community, and I think he has
exercised those powers and has interfered with effect
in some of those questions of slaughter houses.
 148.	With this difference, that they have not dis
appeared so far ?—If a district board closes a slaughter.
house so as to deprive a class or a community of
reasonable facilities for obtaining meat, the district
magistrate has power to intervene.

 150.	Dr. Shafaat Ahmad Khan :   One more ques
tion, sir.    At page 474, paragraph 326 of Volume II
of the report you say: " Their work has been marred
" by communal feeling in regard to services, slaughter-
" houses and the Urdu script."     Is this communal
feeling widely spread among the local bodies ?—I
suppose no more widely spread among local bodies
than it is in the whole province.   The local bodies
reflect the feeling of the province.
 151.	Do you think this communal feeling is due to
the  maintenance  of separate  electorates  in  these
bodies ?—That is a question which would be rather
beyond  my competence to  answer.   Nor is it a
question which is certainly confined to the Local
Self-Govemment department.
 152.	What in your opinion is the chief cause of
disputes about the services in local bodies ?    Is it
due to the lack of any statutory rule with regard to
*-Vol. IX.
 the fixation of percentage of Hindus and Muham-madans ? There are disputes about services in most local bodies. There are no percentages fixed. Do you think that it will go far towards removing these differences if a certain percentage is fixed in local bodies ?—1 think it would possibly be improved. Any restriction on the power of discussing their appointments must decrease the internal friction in the body.
 153.	What is your opinion  with regard  to  the
institution of a local services board that will select
various important officers for the various bodies out of
a panel which might be suggested by an independent
authority ?—We  have  felt  the  need  certainly   lor
some method of controlling or giving qualifications in
the cases of more important officers of boards.    It is
possible that a Services Commission on the American
model might improve the quality of the staff and might
be a preferable alternative to the suggestion which
was made a little before of provincialising the services.
 154.	You  prefer this ?—I  see considerable diffi
culties about provincialising the services.    It makes
the officers too independent of the boards, and I think
there might  be distinct advantages in a Services
Commission which would handle these questions of
appointments.
 155.	Lord Burnham :   And dismissal ?—The Com
mission   could   deal   with   the   question   of   major
punishments.
 156.	Lord Burnham :  What about medical officers
in  the  Local  Self-Government  department ?—Our
medical officer here is a Government servant.    He is
entirely under the control of Government.    He can
not be punished by the board.    But there are officers
directly under the boards whose cases of punishment
and dismissal  might be dealt with by this Com
mission.
 157.	Dr. Shafaat Ahmad Khan : In the chapters on
Public Health and Medical department it is men
tioned that the hospitals are badly equipped, there is
no standardisation and that the servants employed
are not experienced  and  sometimes are ignorant.
Do you agree with this view ?—I do as a general
proposition to which there are many local exceptions.
 158.	What   is   your   constructive   suggestion   for
removing these defects ?—My personal view is that
some of the most important hospitals in the, big
cities should be administered* by the province;   they
should be directly under the Medical department and
should be financed by the province, and I think as
regards the remainder   the   Government   are   con
templating  an  improvement of  the  staff  through
grants-in-aid of the resources of the boards.

 159.	I would put one more question.    You say
there was no machinery provided for administration
in the District Board Act of 1922.   What machinery
would you suggest for an amending Bill to amend the
present District Board Act ?—The obvious line  I
think is to copy the Municipalities Act, or the Acts
from which the municipalities have come into being,
and to appoint an executive officer who should have
certain qualifications and should have certain statu
tory powers.    There is a clear precedent for that in
the Indian Municipalities Act.
 160.	Will that be enough ?—If that were combined
with advice from Government and scrutiny of the
actions of the boards and inspection, I think that
would be enough.
 161.	Babu Rama Ckarana :   Will you please give
your  opinion as to whether one member who  is
ordinarily   nominated   to  represent  the   depressed
classes in the district board is enough ?—I did not
hear the question.    Will you please repeat it ?
 162.	My question is whether one member who is
ordinarily nominated by Government to represent
the depressed classes in the district boards produces
any effect in favour of the depressed classes ?    Is he
enough to represent the depressed classes ?—1 could
not answer that.    I have never seen the members
at work.    I have often wondered what the single
member of the depressed classes actually does on the
Boards, but it is impossible for me to guess what
influence he at present exercises.   Conseqweatiy I

